Existing level-wise spatial co-location algorithms suffer from generating extra, non-clique candidate instances and thus requires cliqueness checking at every level. In this paper, we propose a novel, spatial co-location mining algorithm which automatically generates co-located spatial features without generating any non-clique candidates at any level. Subsequently our algorithm generates less candidates than other existing level-wise co-location algorithms without losing any information. The benefit of our algorithm has been clearly observed at an earlier stage in the mining process.
INTRODUCTION
Spatial data mining is to discover interesting, previously unknown spatial feature patterns in a spatial database. As the demand of processing massive spatial data is increasing rapidly, it is necessary to develop efficient spatial data mining techniques to help domain experts discover useful knowledge from the given database.
Given a finite set of boolean spatial feature instances, spatial co-location mining is to discover a set of feature types whose instances are frequently co-located in close proximity. Depending on applications, examples of spatial features can vary from natural habitats of different animals or plants, to locations of high crime rates or pollutions.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Existing co-location mining algorithms [8, 10, 4, 13] largely have their foundation in the generate-and-test strategy of the Apriori algorithm [1] : that is, the algorithms traverse the spatial feature set lattice one level at a time by generating candidates first and then test if each candidate meets the cliqueness requirement and is frequent at each level.
In this paper, we propose a novel level-wise spatial colocation algorithm called Neighbor Cluster Algorithm (NCA) based on a new bit vector-based data structure called Neighbor Cluster (NC) equipped with a linear set intersection operation. The contribution of our work is: the NC data structure guarantees any candidate co-location instance generated at any level to be a clique, and hence the proposed algorithm generates an optimal number of candidates without losing information at each level. This helps us incrementally mine co-location patterns while maximizing the efficiency in the mining process.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we introduce relevant basic concepts. The proposed co-location mining algorithm is presented in Section 3. An analytical and empirical review of the proposed algorithm are given in Section 4 and 5 respectively, followed by a discussion on existing algorithms in Section 6. Finally, we draw our conclusions in Section 7.
PRELIMINARIES
We assume that a spatial dataset has the following three properties:
1. A set of spatial feature types (types in short) F = {F1, . . ., Fn}.
A set of feature instances (instances in short)
3. A set of neighborhood relationships R whose elements are unordered pairs of instances in I of different types, such that the two instances in a pair are neighbors each other.
As an example, consider Figure 1 where each node represents an instance and each edge denotes the neighborhood relationship between the two corresponding instances at the both ends. Hence, we identify a set of types F = {A, B, C, D}, a set of instances I = {A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, B1, B2, B3, B4, C1, C2, C3, C4, D1, D2} in the figure. We now present the definitions of the concepts used later in this Definition 1 (Co-location instance list). Given a set of types F , a set of instances I defined over F , and a set of neighborhood relationships R over I, a list of instances I1, . . ., Im such that Definition 2 (Participation Ratio). Given a type set F and a coloc type list C defined over F , let CL denote a colocation list set complying with C. Then, the participation ratio of C conditioned on type Fi ∈ C is defined as
The participation ratio of a coloc type list C, Pr(C), is defined as the minimal conditional participation ratio of C, i.e., Pr(C) = min(Pr(C|Fi)).
Using the definition of participation ratio, we say that a coloc type list C is frequent if Pr(C) is greater than or equal to the given threshold.
NEIGHBOR CLUSTER ALGORITHM
The design goal of the proposed co-location mining algorithm is to accomplish a better efficiency than the existing algorithms by avoiding the generation of non-clique instances and spatial join. This goal is achieved by introducing the novel neighbor cluster (NC) data structure.
Neighbor cluster
Given a set of feature instances I and neighborhood relationship set R defined over I, the neighbor cluster (NC) of an instance I k ∈ I whose type is f (I k ) is defined as
In other words, the neighbor cluster of an instance I k excludes from encoding the neighborhood relationship between I k and any instance whose type is lexicographically smaller than f (I k ). However, the same neighborhood relationship is encoded in the NC of any instance I l whose type is lexicographically smaller than f (I k ), which satisfies the symmetry property of neighborhood discussed in Section 2. Hence, we can see that NC is lossless with respect to R.
Here, we now extend the notion of NC to be applicable to coloc lists, in addition to merely instances. The neighbor cluster of a coloc list is defined as follows:
. . I k be a coloc list. Then, the neighbor cluster (NC) of the coloc list is recursively defined as:
Proof. If I j can be integrated into coloc list C k to form a length-(k+1) coloc list C k+1 = I1, . . ., I k , Ij , then Ij has the property that ∀Ii ∈ C k , f (Ii) < f(Ij) and (Ii, Ij) ∈ R by the definition of coloc list in Definition 1. Subsequently, Ij ∈ NC(Ii) by the definition of neighbor cluster. Since
In other words, for any instance Ij which is appendable to C k , Ij ∈ NC(C k ).
Lemma 1 implies that we will not miss any qualified coloc list by using NC.
Level-wise generation of coloc type lists
We now discuss how coloc type lists are generated during the generation of neighbor clusters in our algorithm.
Given a set of instances I = {I1, . . . , Im} and a set of types F = {F1, . . . , Fn}, the general steps of length-(k+1) (k ≥ 1) coloc type lists generation are: Notice that, when k = 1, the set of length-1 coloc type lists is the set of types F , and the set of length-1 coloc lists is the set of the instances given in I.
Example 2. For the example in Figure 1 , we present a complete list of mining result in Lemma 2 (cliqueness preserving). Given a coloc list C k of length k and its neighbor cluster NC(C k ), any C k+1 generated by appending Ij ∈ NC(C k ) to C k guarantees to be a coloc list. 2
Since C k is a clique (by Definition 1) and Ij is a neighbor to every instance in C k , C k+1 = I1, . . ., I k , Ij is guaranteed to be a clique.
Lemma 2 shows that a valid coloc list generated in our algorithm preserves the cliqueness property all the time.
COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
In this section, we compare the time complexity of NCA with the Joinless algorithm [13] . The Joinless algorithm is chosen because it is the most notable state-of-the-art algorithm.
The difference of the two algorithms can be found in two phrases: i) the mining of length-2 co-location patterns, and ii) the mining of co-location patterns which are longer than 2.
At the first phase, Joinless and NCA generate length-2 coloc type lists and coloc lists from star neighborhoods (identical to neighbor clusters at this stage) and neighbor clusters respectively, and prune infrequent coloc type lists. However, the NCA algorithm requires an extra NC generation for each coloc list. So, Joinless performs slightly better than NCA at this phase.
At the second phase, both algorithms require the same number of iterations to mine co-location patterns. Let us consider just one iteration here.
At each iteration, Joinless requires five steps: 1) generate candidate coloc type lists; 2) for each candidate coloc type list, generate all possible instance lists; 3) prune infrequent candidate coloc type lists using the instance lists; 4) prune instance lists which are not cliques; 5) prune infrequent candidate coloc type lists again using the remaining instance lists.
In contrast, NCA requires three steps: 1) generate candidate coloc type lists; 2) for each candidate coloc type list, generate all possible coloc lists, along with neighbor clusters as well; 3) prune infrequent coloc type lists.
The first steps of both algorithms are identical. We will now compare the Step 4 of Joinless and the Step 2 of NCA. The Step 4 of Joinless is done by performing cliqueness checking for each instance list. The Step 2 of NCA is dominated by the NC generation (set intersection) for each coloc list. Assuming that the cost of cliqueness checking is as expensive as that of NC generation, the time complexity of
Step 4 of Joinless is greater than or equal to that of Step 2 of NCA because the instance list set of Joinless might include non-clique instance lists. For the same reason, the time complexity of Joinless is also greater than or equal to that of NCA at Step 3. Moreover, Joinless requires extra costs for Steps 2 and 5.
The benefit of our algorithm on time complexity is re-peated in every iteration, which is more significant than the onetime extra cost incurred in our algorithm at the first phase.
EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
For the empirical evaluation of NCA, we compare the performance of NCA with the Joinless algorithm again. They were tested on running time and space requirement over a number of real GIS datasets. Space requirement was measured by the number of candidate coloc lists generated by the two algorithms. Here, candidate coloc list means any candidate coloc list generated by the two algorithms, including non-clique candidate coloc lists, at any stage of the mining process.
Experiments
For the experiment, we used the Oregon, Washington, Indiana and Kansas USGS geoname datasets made available by the U.S. Board on Geographic Names. After data noise cleansing, the number of instances ranges from 17, 000 to 52, 000 and the number of feature types from 46 to 61. Space requirement We compared the numbers of candidate coloc lists generated by the two algorithms. The patterns of the numbers of candidates generated from the Oregon and Washington datasets are shown in Figures 2 and  3 . The patterns from the Kansas and Indiana datasets are not presented here due to page limit. However, they have the similar patterns. NCA clearly generates less candidates overall than the Joinless algorithm.
Running time
We compared the performance of both algorithms in terms of running time using the four real datasets. NCA outperforms the Joinless algorithm with all the datasets. Due to the page limit, we only present the result on Oregon and Washington datasets in Figure 4 . As we can see, NCA always generates no more candidate coloc lists than the Joinless algorithm at any level, because NCA does not generate any non-clique candidates whereas Joinless does.
Discussion
Effect of level It is to be noted that there is no difference at level 1 among Apriori-like level-wise algorithms. As the mining process proceeds toward higher levels, the candidate population decreases dramatically due to pruning, and the performance difference among comparable level-wise algorithms becomes less significant. Hence, the advantage of NCA over Joinless is anticipated at level 3 and a few higher levels.
Effect of threshold Generally, the performance difference among comparable level-wise algorithms is negligible when the given threshold is substantially high because most candidates will be pruned anyway. Hence, the real performance comparison makes sense only when the threshold is relatively low, in which a large number of database scan and combinatorial pattern matching are in demand. As shown in the figures, the benefit of NCA over Joinless is obvious with relatively low threshold values.
Effect of dimensionality and data size As the dimension of the dataset increases, all the level-wise algorithms including NCA and Joinless suffer from the curse of dimensionality. It, however, has no impact on the performance comparison between NCA and Joinless. As the data size becomes larger, more candidates are generated and NCA's advantage over Joinless becomes larger as well. This phenomenon can be observed in Figure 4 .
Effect of number of candidates on running time Due to the smaller number of candidates generated in NCA than in Joinless, the overall running time of NCA is generally less than Joinless. However, when both algorithms terminate at level 2 due to a high threshold or small data size, Joinless runs slightly faster than NCA. This is because at level 2, the Joinless algorithm does not perform explicit cliqueness checking while NCA still performs NC generation. Over- all, NCA runs faster than the Joinless when a substantial amount of candidates of length 3 or longer are generated to offset the cost of NC generations at level 2 over the cost of cliqueness checking.
RELATED WORK
The problem of spatial association rules mining was first proposed in [6] , in which the authors proposed a reference feature centric model [11] to discover spatial association rules. In this model, the user should specify a reference feature to discover association rules related to this reference feature. However, not every application has a clear reference feature. For example, scientists might be interested in the co-location patterns between plants and animals without special interest on a certain kind of plant or animal. Using this model might result in too much human involvement and is likely to miss some interesting patterns.
In [8] , the author proposes an Apriori-like algorithm to co-location mining based on plane partitioning using the Voronoi diagram. This algorithm, however, will only join a coloc list with the nearest instance of a new type, and vice versa.
In [10] , the authors adopt an Apriori-like generate-andtest approach to co-location mining based on spatial join [3, 9, 2] . Although the co-location patterns discovered are complete and correct, the spatial join operation employed is expensive. To avoid the expensive spatial join, two data structures are proposed in [13] to materialize spatial data, and a Joinless algorithm is developed. Although the Joinless algorithm achieves better performance, it still requires cliqueness checking for coloc lists.
Some other approaches and directions also have been considered. In [5] , clustering analysis techniques are integrated into the co-location mining problem. However, their mining is applied at the feature type level whereas our algorithm applies to the feature instance level.
Similar to co-location mining, frequent subgraph mining [12, 7] is also to discover frequent substructures among spatial objects, but co-location mining focuses on co-location relationship between spatial features while frequent subgraph mining emphases on the structural characteristic of graphs.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel co-location mining algorithm, which avoids cliqueness checking, for the spatial co-location mining problem. We demonstrated that our algorithm outperforms the state-of-the-art Joinless algorithm with respect to space requirement and running time, through an analytical analysis and a series of testings on real GIS datasets.
The proposed NCA algorithm was designed based on the assumption that all information needed can fit into the main memory, which may not hold for larger real world spatial colocation mining applications. We are considering to develop a disk-resident algorithm.
